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THE OSCILLATION OF AN OPERATOR ON Lp
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ABSTRACT.  We introduce and discuss the oscillation of an operator

T mapping LP(S, 2, p) into a Banach space.   We establish results relat-

ing the oscillation, a "local norm", to the norm of the operator. Also using the

oscillation we define a generalization of the Fredholm operators T with index

k(T) < oo and a corresponding perturbation class which contains the com-

pact operators.

1.   Introduction.   The oscillation of a bounded linear operator mapping

C[0, 1] into a Banach space was introduced in [3] and was used there to

discuss two classes of operators generalizing the weakly compact operators.

These generalizations have been useful in approximation theory [2, §3].

The concept of the oscillation of an operator was explored further in

[10] for bounded linear operators mapping C(S), S a compact Hausdorff

space, into a Banach space.   Several interesting properties of such operators

were defined in terms of the oscillation of the operator:   a generalized

notion of a Fredholm operator T with index k(T) < oo, an associated per-

turbation class and a basic type of conservative summability method.

Here we will discuss the oscillation of an operator T mapping

LP(S, S, p) into a Banach space X.   We will derive two distinct types of

results.    The first type of result, in §2, deals with the relationship between

the uniform norm of an operator and the oscillation, a "local norm".   The

second type of result, in §3, deals with pertubation theorems which gen-

eralize the classical Fredholm result.

In what follows (S, S, p) will be a measure space.   To avoid complicat-

ing pathology S will be a Hausdorff space, 2 will contain the Borel sets,

p will be a regular measure on S, and, further, each point will have finite

measure and each open set will have nonzero measure.   The last two con-
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ditions insure that each point has a neighborhood U with nonzero functions

in L    which vanish off U.   Anyone who is interested in densely defined

operators should note that some restriction on the domain D(T) of the op-

erator T is necessary; it will suffice, for example, to have fyE in DiT)

for / in D(T) and each set E in 2.   Also X will denote a Banach space.

1.1.  Definition.   Let T: LP(S, 2, p) — X be an operator.   The oscilla-

tion of T at a point s in S, oiT, s), is the supremum over all nonnegative

a satisfying the following: for every neighborhood U of s there is a non-

zero L    function / (in the domain of T) vanishing off U such that ||T/|| >

a||/||.

This definition is the obvious parallel of the oscillation as defined for

operators on C(S), and can be similarly defined for any operator whose domain

consists of functions defined on a topological space.

One thing should be kept in mind.   Any linear isometry L of C(S) onto

itself is, to within a function of modulus one, induced by a homeomorphism

4 on S.  It is easy to show that <o(L~ TL, <S>is)) = a>(T, s).  Consequently

the oscillation is invariant under different representations of  CÍS) as C(S ).

This is not the case for the oscillation of an operator on LpiS, 2, p).   The

operator P, of Example 3.5, is a projection on L [0, l] with infinite dim-

ensional range whose oscillation is identically zero.   It is easy to see how

to represent L2[0, l] as I2 and have the oscillation of P equal to 1 at

infinitely many points.

The oscillation function approximates the "local" uniform norm

behavior of T.   To make this precise let ß > (oiT, s) be given.   There is

a neighborhood U of S such that ||T/|| < ß\\f\\ for all / in the domain of

T vanishing off U.   (It is clear that cúÍT, t) < ß for all / in U and it

follows that (o(T, •) is an upper semicontinuous function.)  If  cú(T, s) > a,

then for each neighborhood  U of s  there is a function  g in the domain

of T vanishing off U with \\Tg\\ > a \\g\\.  Combining these two facts shows

that

coiT.'s) = inf {l|T|   .      ||: U is a neighborhood of s}
LPW)

where LP(U) denotes the subspace of functions in LP(S, 2, p) that vanish

off U.   Since l|T|LÍ>([/J|  is a decreasing function in 17, when the neighbor-

hoods of s are partially ordered by set inclusion, the infimum is really

a generalized limit.

The oscillation function (o(-, s) is, at each s, a pseudonorm and it is

dominated by the uniform norm:
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oj(aT, s) = |a|<u(T, s),

oj(R +T, s)< ù)(R, s) + UT, s)     and    oj(T, s) < \\T\\.

For a bounded operator A with domain X we have also

cü(AT, s) < HA||©(T. s).

2.   The oscillation and the operator norm.   We will consider the relation-

ship between the oscillation, i.e., local norm, of T and the uniform norm of

T.   A surprising improvement of the inequality supi<u(T, s): s in S\ < \\T\\

is possible for operators on L (S, 2, p).   We examine this case first, and

begin with an example.

2.1.   Example.   Let k(-, •) be a continuous function on [0, l] x [0, l]

and let K be the kernel operator on L![0, l] given by Kf(s) = /^(s, t)f(t)dt.

We will show that  (o(K, t) = /¿|¿(s, t)\ds.

Let (>0 be given. Since k is uniformly continuous there is a S > 0

for which \k(s, t) - k(s, tQ)\ < e, for all s, whenever |i - rj < 5. For / in

L    vanishing off the interval (i*0 - 8, tQ + 8) we have

IlK/Hj = Po \Kf(s)\ds < fif't°*l\k(s, t)\\f(t)\dtds

* Jo//o°-S (I*U '(PI + *)I/<*)|*ii = [P0 \k(s, tQ)\ds + e]||/|| v

Then <y(K, /Q) < /J|*(5, f0)|a*s + e.

If g is a nonnegative L    function of norm one vanishing off the inter-

val (i0 - 8, tQ + 8) then

\Kg(s) - k(s, tQ)\ = IP k(s, t)g(t)dt - k(s, t0)f^ g(t)dt

f'o+S
< J       s I Ms, /) - k(s, tQ)\g(t)dt < e.

Hence | ||rig||j - fl\k(s, iQ)|as| <||Kg - *(», /Q)||j < e and

fl0\k(s,t0)\ás-(<lKglv

Therefore co(K, /0)=/¿|Ms, tQ)\ds.

It is a classical result that the norm of the operator K in Example 2.1

is given by

(*) ||K|| = sup/jj \k(s, t)\ds: 0 < t < li.
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For the class of operators K on L    given by continuous kernel functions

we have shown then that  ||K|| = supi<u(K, r): 0 < / < l|; in Theorem 2.2

below we establish this equality for all linear operators (bounded or unbound-

ed) on L iS, 2, p).   The concept of the oscillation of an operator thus enables

us to interpret (*) for an arbitrary operator and establish the generalization.

This promises to be an interesting technique for generalizing classical

results for kernel operators which are stated in terms of intrinsic properties

of the kernel.

2.2.   Theorem.   Let T be a linear operator mapping  L iS, 2, p) into

X.   Then \\T\\ = supio>(T, s): s in S\.

Proof.   If sup\coiT, s): s in S\ = ~ ¡t is clear that  ||T|| = oo, i.e.,   T is

unbounded.   Suppose that sup!tu(T, s): s in S\ = M is finite.   Let e> 0 and

/ in the domain of T be given.   The set A. = ix: |/(x)| ^ Oi is o--finite.   In

a regular measure space a set of finite measure is (almost everywhere) the

union of a countable number of compact sets.   Therefore A.= LUN where

L is Lindelöf (in fact o'-compact) and N is a set of measure zero.   For each

point s in L there is a neighborhood   Vs for which ||Tg|| < (M + e)||g||  for

each g in the domain of T and vanishing off V^.   The collection iV^:

s in L\ is an open cover of L from which we can extract a countable sub-

cover \VSi: i = 1, 2, - - -I.   Let Wj = VSI and Wfc = Vsk - U^1 V'

\W.] is a cover of L composed of pairwise disjoint measurable sets.   Then

\\m = l|T(/y,)|| = ¡Ti £ fxw. sEim/xu,)!!
= 1

< I (m + <)\\fxw II ! = (m + •) E fv 1/14* = (M + «WHr
z=l « i-1 ¿

It follows that || 7y|| < A1||/||.   Therefore   ||T|| < M and we know ||T|| > M.

We conclude that ||T|| = M.

2.3.   Corollary.   Let T be a linear operator defined on L iS, 2, p).   If

an L1  function in the domain of T vanishes off the set D - is: tu(T, s) = Oj

of diffusion points of T then Tf - 0.

Proof.   Let e > 0 be given and let L be as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.

For each point s in L there is a neighborhood Vs with ||Tg|| < e||g||

whenever g vanishes off V .   As in the proof of the previous theorem,

\\Tf\\<4fl
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The results of Theorem 2.2 fail spectacularly for operators defined on

Lp  spaces, for p > 1.   We shall see many examples of this later, but a

simple example now may be edifying.

2.4. Example.   Let/:   L*[0, 1]—» L^O, 1], p > 1, be the injection map

defined by //= /.   For a function / in Lp vanishing off V, Holder's inequal-

ity yields   ||//|| = ¡/II j <//(^)1/*(|/Hi,.   This inequality shows that ù>(I, s) -

0 for all s.   But note that ||/|| = 1.   This example shows that the oscillation

of an operator on Lp, p > 1, can be "much smaller" than the uniform norm of the

operator, while  Theorem 2.2 shows that the oscillation of an operator on L'

must have supremum equal to the uniform norm of the operator.

Since ù)(T, s) is the "local norm of T at s" we will make the following

definition.

2.5. Definition. T is locally bounded if co(T, s) is finite for each s

in S.

2.6. Example.   Let the closed operator M be densely defined on Lp(R)f

p > 1 by Mf(x) = xf(x).  Then tu(M, x) = |x|.   M is locally bounded but not

bounded.

In light of Theorem 2.2 we see that an operator on Ll(S, S, ^¿) which

is uniformly locally bounded is also bounded. This result also holds true

for operators on LP(S, S, p), p > 1. However we must place a topological

condition on S.

2.7. Theorem.   Let T: LP(S, 2, p) —» X, p > 1, be a linear operator.

Suppose that S is compact.   If T is locally bounded, then it is bounded.

Proof.   Since eu(T, •) is upper semicontinuous and S is compact,

sup{o)(T, s): s e S] = M is finite.   For each point s in S there is a neigh-

borhood V    with ||T/|| < (M + 1)||/||  whenever / vanishes off V.   From the

open cover {V : s in S] we extract a finite subcover Vs , ••• ,VS .   Let

W1 = Vsi and Wk = VSk - |j*-t Vs..   For f in Lp,

\\Tf\\ = ï"Z/Xf.      <ZI% w.'
1

<(A1+ 1) 2: H/Xu/.ll   <(M+lHI■#- v" ' " « "P

OI

We conclude that T is bounded.

The oscillation of T in Theorem 2.7 was actually uniformly locally

bounded because S was compact.   The next example, where 5 is not com-
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pact, shows that a uniformly bounded oscillation function is not enough

for an operator on Lp to be bounded.

2.8.  Example.   Let V be the densely defined operator Vfix) = /*/(/) dt

mapping L^R), p > 1, into the Banach space of bounded continuous func-

tions on R.   The domain of V is L*(R) n LpiR).  Holder's inequality

shows that H/L < piAf)1/q\\f\\p, where Af . {x e R|/(x) ¿ Oh   Therefore

the oscillation of V is uniformly bounded, in fact it is zero everywhere.

However the operator V is not bounded.

3.   The oscillation and perturbation.   In this section we establish

results concerning the perturbation of an operator with "large" oscillation

by one with "small" oscillation.   With the appropriate definitions of large

and small oscillation it is easy to show that the sum has a large oscilla-

tion.   The major interest in this result lies in the deeper fact that it con-

stitutes a proper generalization of the classical result on perturbing a

semi-Fredholm operator by a compact operator.

We carry over from C(5) the following definition.

3.1. Definition.   Let T: LpiS, 2, p) —* X be a linear operator.   T is

diffuse [3] if (o(T, s) = 0 for all s in S, and T is a c    operator [10] if

(oiT, s) = 0 except, possibly, for a countable number of points {s } in S

for which we have a>iT, s ) converging to zero.

The subadditivity of the oscillation function implies that the sets of

diffuse and cQ  operators are subspaces.   The inequality |tu(T, s)-cù(L, s)\

< co(T - L, s) < \\T — L\\   shows that these subspaces are closed in the

uniform operator topology.  If A is a bounded linear operator with domain Lp and

T is a diffuse operator (or a   cQ operator) mapping Lp into itself then AT

is a diffuse operator (or a cQ operator) since w(AT, s) < \\A\\ o>(T, s).  In

particular the diffuse and cQ operators are closed left ideals in the algebra

of all bounded linear operators on LpiS, 2, p).   The example below demon-

strates that they are not generally right ideals.

3.2. Example.   A bounded linear operator P on L2[0, 1] which is

diffuse, i.e., <y(T, s) = 0 for all s in [0, 1], and a bounded linear operator

B on L2[0, 1] with coiPB, s) = 1 for all s are given.

Let P be the operator of Example 3.5 below.   It is shown there that

the oscillation of P is identically zero.   The operator P has the form P/*

2~_j(/|/n)/jj where the functions /    form an (incomplete) orthonormal

sequence.   Suppose that \gn\ is a complete orthonormal sequence for

L2[0, 1]; we define B on L2[0, 1] by B/= 2~=1(/|gn)/n.   The composite

operator PB is an isometry on L2[0, 1] so that coiPB, s) = 1 for all s in

[0, 1].
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3.3.  Theorem.   Let T: LP(S, 1, p) — X be a compact linear operator,

p > 1, then  T is a   c. operator.   Further, if p(|si) = 0 then co(T, s) = 0.

Proof.   Suppose that p(\s}) = 0.  Since p is a regular measure there

exist open sets V    containing s with p(V ) < 1/n.   Assume that cu(T, s) =

a.  Then there are functions /   of p-norm one vanishing off V    with

IIT/ || > a/2.   For each function g in Lq we can apply Holder's inequality

to obtain

|j4«*|*l/jJjv w*!
\/q

The set function v, defined by v(É) m /E|g|9ap, is absolutely continuous

with respect to p.   Therefore // gdp   converges to zero, i.e., \fn\ converges

weakly to zero.  Since T is compact Tf   converges to zero in norm.  We

conclude that co(T, s) = 0.

Assume that T is not a c. operator.   Then there are a countably

infinite number of distinct points {s  } and a positive constant ß with

<o(T, s ) > ß > 0.   The argument above demonstrates that each s    must

satisfy p(js  |) > 0.   We first suppose that the sequence {s  } has a cluster

point s.   Let V be a neighborhood of s of finite measure.   There are

infinitely many S , say |, f , (,..., in V.   We have Sp(|i }) < p(V) < oo

so that p(\tn\) converges to zero.   Let V    be a neighborhood of t    with

P-(V„) < 1/« + p(\tn\).   There are functions /   of p-norm one vanishing off

Vn with ||T/J| > j8/2 > 0.   The argument of the first paragraph of this

proof shows that {/ 1 converges weakly to zero and, since T is compact,

||T/J|  converges to zero, which is a contradiction.   Second, suppose that

the sequence {s^} has no cluster point.   In this case we can obtain a

pairwise disjoint sequence \Vn\ of neighborhoods of the points in the

sequence \sn\.   Let /    be as above and g be in Lq.   Since p is a regular

measure, given e > 0 there isa compact set K off which the a-norm of g

is less than e.   Applying Holder's inequality we see that

|jV.*<|/l«lfXKnv*|!/, + i

Since Sp(K O V ) < p.(K) < oo, the right-hand side of the inequality con-

verges to e as 72 tends to infinity.  Again 1/ } converges weakly to zero,

and as before this will produce the contradiction that \Tf \ converges to

zero.   We conclude that T is a c    operator.

The next two examples show that the cQ operators and the diffuse

operators are distinct from the compact operators.
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3.4. Example.   Let T be defined on Lp[0, l] for p > 1 by the equation

T(ix) = l¡Xofit)dt.

It is a well-known fact, due to Hardy [5], that T is a bounded linear operator

on Lp[0, 1] with ||T|| = p/ip - 1).   We will show that

p/(p-l) if s = 0,

0 if s 4- 0.

The operator T is a cQ operator which is not compact.

For a > 0% T is easily seen to be a compact operator on Lp[a, l] since

Vfix) = fxfit)dt is compact, Mgix) = (l/x)g(x) is bounded, and T = MV.

Therefore Theorem 3.3 shows that (oiT, s) = 0 if a < s < 1.  We now consider

the function fit) = t£~       X[o a) ror arbitrary positive f, which has Lp

norm [ap(/p{] lp.  We compute

Ixe-l/p
- if 0 < x < a,
1-1/p + e

fll-l/*+e     j
-.-if a < x < 1.
1 - 1/p + f   * -    -

Then

Since e is arbitrary we find that coiT, O) > p/ip - 1), and of course ca(T, 0)

< ||T|| = p/ip - 1).   It follows that oAT, 0) = p/ip - 1).

The operator T in the previous example, if regarded as an operator on L^O, l],

is noncompact and has oscillation identically zero.  We now give an example of

a bounded linear operator P on LpiS), S compact, which has oscillation

identically zero but which is not a compact linear operator.

3.5. Example.  A norm one projection P of Lp[Qt l], p > 1, onto a sub-

space isomorphic to lp with coiP, s) = 0 for 0 < s < 1.

We first construct a sequence {F.j of subsets of [0, l];

Fj = (1/3, 2/3),        E2 = (1/9, 2/9) U (7/9, 8/9),

F3 = (1/27, 2/27) U (7/27, 8/27) u (19/27, 20/27) u (25/27, 26/27),....

The set  F.   is the one removed at the z'th step of the construction of

the Cantor set, and it is a union of  2 subintervals of the form

w3z> (r+ l)/3!).   The collection iE 1 is a sequence of pairwise disjoint

open sets with p(F.) = (i/2) (2/3)''.

coiT, s) =
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Let  V be an interval of form [0, 1/3*), (i/3k, (i - D/3*)   or

(1 -(1/3*), 1]. For i>k suppose V intersects E.. Then 2*-l disjoint

translates of V intersect F. in a set of the same measure as V D E. (if

V H E{4 0 then V must be one of the 2' subintervals of length 1/3

abutting  a subinterval of Efc).   Therefore p(V n E¿) < (l/2fe) p(E¿).

Now define

f 1_ ._1_
'"'p.(En)"pXEn'        g"~p(Fn)l^yEn

and define **(/) = ¡fgn dp. on Lp.  We have ||/Jp = ||gj|g = \\x* || = 1.

The operator P: Lp —» Lp is given by Pf= 1x*(f)fn,   To compute the

bound on P we have

\\Pf\\Pp = Z\fE   fdp\Pp(En)l-p
I      n

<z(fE W+jWW1"'- Z-h l/.'*sl/lfr
This shows simultaneously that the partial sums defining P converge in

p-norm and that P is bounded with norm one.   Note that Pisa projection

(P   = P) with an infinite dimensional range   sp(f/ j) which is linearly

isometric to lp; it follows that P is definitely not a compact operator.

Now let a point s in [0, l] and e > 0 be given; and let V be a neigh-

borhood of s.   If s is not a "triadic rational", i.e. a number of the form

z'/3*, then s has a neighborhood of U of the form [0, l/3*)> G/3*,

ii + l)/3 ) or (l -1/3 , l] which is contained in V for some large k.   For

this U we have seen that p(U n E¿) < (l/2)* p(Et) which is less than e

for sufficiently large 4.   If s has the form z'/3    we take the neighborhood

U to be ((z - l)/3*, (i + l)/3*) and we have p(U n F.) < 2(l/2fe)p(E.).   In

either case for sufficiently large &0 we have formed a neighborhood U of

s with p(i/ n E.) < {q/pp(E¿ for i > *„.

If / is any function vanishing off U, then, for i > kQ,

'k*v)/iij-i*;w-i<»P,-»|/b /V
/•

<¿P¿l~'(fB l/I^W n W-l<<fB t/|^

Also, there is a neighborhood W of s with the property that, for g vanishing

off W,

i*,*(f)i'-i*;<«.)i'i«/tf.iti'*.
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im 1, 2, • • • , k    because the map g —► xHg) is compact.   Hence for h

vanishing off U C\W we have

\P oo

ii^ii;-/ z «;«/,¿=i *-EWJe. I/.-I'*
2 = 1

*0

-LI*;w/B.l/|l^+  Z KWjj/,!^
z=l « I=feo+1

*0

<<Z J£ l*l*^ + íZ/E I*I^ = íZ Xj*l*4* = <l
¿=1 i « í=l «

\p.

It follows that cü(P, s) = 0 for all s.

3.6. Definition.   A linear operator T: LpiS, 2, /z) —»X is concentrated

[lO] if coiT, s) is bounded from zero except, possibly, for a finite number

of points where it is zero.

In [10], the concentrated operators were introduced as a perturbation class

dual to the class of cQ operators.   We now show that on Lp these operators

contain the semi-Fredholm operators T with index kÍT) < oo, alias the 4+

operators [8], i.e., those operators with closed range and finite dimensional

null manifold.

3.7. Theorem.   Let T: LpiS, 2, p) —» X, p > 1, be a linear operator

with closed range and finite dimensional null manifold.   Then T is a con-

centrated operator.

Proof.   We first suppose that s is a point of S having no atomic neigh-

borhoods.   Under this assumption, for any neighborhood V of s, the space

LpiV) is infinite dimensional.   Hence there is a nonzero function /0 in Lp

vanishing off V for which  ||/J| = dist(/0, NÍT)), the distance from fQ to

the null manifold of T [4, p. 110], [6].   Since T has closed range, its

minimum modulus [4, p. 96] yiT) is positive.   It follows that ||T/ || >

y(T)||/0||, and since V was arbitrary, coiT, s) > yiT) > 0.

Second, we consider the set A of all points in S with atomic neighbor-

hoods.   Each point in A is an open set.   To see this suppose V is an atomic

neighborhood of s with finite measure.   Either pi\s\) = piV) or p({s|) = 0.

If pi\s}) = 0 the regularity of the measure implies that there is a nonempty

open subset W of V with piW) < VipiV).   But V is atomic so piW) = 0.

This contradicts the basic assumption that open sets have positive measure.

If p(isi) = piV) then p(V/!sl) = 0 and V/\s] is the null set since it is open
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and has zero measure.   Let fs =  Xjs|/p(^s^      i *en  ^iT, s) = ||T/J|.   The

functions fs, s in A, are linearly independent so at most finitely many may

have Tf   = 0 since they would then lie inside the finite dimensional null

manifold of T.   Suppose T is not concentrated.   Then there exists a sequence

of functions fs   = fn, sn in A, with ||T/n|| 4 0  but ||T/ || converging to

zero.   Since \\Tfn\\ > yiT)distifn, NiT)) we must have disti/^. NiT)) con-

verging to zero.   Therefore there is a sequence \gn\ in NiT) with ||/  - g ||

converging to zero.   The g    are uniformly bounded and NiT) is finite

dimensional so some subsequence \gn.\ converges to a function g in NiT).

The corresponding subsequence {/   \ must also converge to g and is, there-

fore,, a Cauchy sequence.   But ||/s - / || = 2  'p for s 4 t so we have a con-

tradiction.   It follows that except for a finite number of points coiT, s) must

be bounded away from zero.

If  T  is a   4+  operator, i.e., a semi-Fredholm operator with index

kÍT) < oo, and  K is compact then  T + K  is a  4+ operator [4, Chapter

V].    By Theorem 3.3 the compact operators are a subclass of the  cQ

operators and by Theorem 3.7 the  4+  operators are a subclass of the

concentrated operators.   Consequently the next theorem, which is easy to

establish, generalizes the classical perturbation result.

3.8. Theorem.   // T:   LpiS, 2, p) —• X, p > 1, z's a concentrated linear

operator, and K:   LpiS, 2, p) —» X z's a c. operator then T + K is a con-

centrated operator.

Proof.   Since T is concentrated there is a positive constant 8 > 0 with

the property that a>iT, s) > 8 for all but a finite number of points.   K is a

c    operator so <ü(K, s) < 5/2 for all but a finite number of points.   Then,

except for a finite number of points, co(T + K, s)>\ cd(T, s) - coiK, s)\ >

8/2.   It follows that T is concentrated.

The next two examples show that perturbing even the identity operator

by a c. operator does not yield a 4+ operator.   This demonstrates that

concentrated operators need not be 4+ operators.

3.9. Example.   Let P be the projection on LP[Q, l] of Example 3.5.

P is a c.  operator.   The null manifold of / - P is the infinite dimensional

range space of P, sp~i\fn\).   Theorem 3.8 shows that / - P is concentrated

but its null manifold is infinite dimensional so /- P is not a 4+ operator.

3.10. Example.   Let T be the cQ operator of Example 3.4.   By setting

(A/ - T)f = 0, and differentiating, we find that any eigenfunction must be

a multiple of xa where x = A-1 - 1.   Applying the condition that xa be in

Lp we find ReU-1) > q~l, [7], [l], [8].   Thus a belongs to the spectrum
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of T and ql - T is one-to-one.   Since (ql - T)x" = (q - \/(n + l))xn the

range of ql - T contains the polynomials and therefore is dense.   The range

of ql - T cannot be closed, otherwise the closed graph theorem would imply

that the inverse of ql - T would be bounded, contradicting the fact that a

belongs to the spectrum of T.   Again, ql - T is concentrated but its range

is not closed so ql - T is not a $+ operator.

The generalization of the classical perturbation results which we have

established for operators defined on Lp , p > 1, does not hold for operators

on L1.   The exact nature of this failure is interesting.   The basic Theorem

3.8 holds.   It follows easily from the definitions and would hold in any setting

in which the oscillation was defined.   Also Theorem 3.7 holds; a $+ operator

on L1 is concentrated.  However Theorem 3.3 fails totally in L    as the

next example shows.

3.11. Example.   Let T: L^O, l] —♦ X be a cQ operator.  Then T = 0.

(The only property of [0, l] needed is that points have measure zero.)  Given

f in L    there is a g, equal to / almost everywhere with g vanishing off

\s: cù(T, s) m 01.   Hence by Corollary 2.3, Tf=Tg = 0.

We see that the perturbation theorem is uninteresting in L [0, l]

because there are no nonzero c. operators with which to perturb.   That this

is true follows immediately from the validity of the equation ||T|| =

supj(u(T, s): s in S] of Theorem 2.2.

One still might hope that the compact operators on L   had an oscillation

which distinguished them in some way from other operators.   Then, perhaps,

one could establish an appropriate generalization of the pertubation result.

The next example shows that this is not possible.   In fact the simplest type

of compact operator, one with one dimensional range, turns out to be indis-

tinguishable by its oscillation from a very noncompact multiplication operator.

3.12. Example.   Let g be an L°°(S, 2, p) function of norm one, and

let /„ be of norm one in Ll(S, S, p).   Let F be the one dimensional range

(compact) operator defined on L1  by T/= (//• g dp)fQ.   Also define M on

L    by  Mf = f ■ g.    Let   V  be a neighborhood of a point  s.    On

L (V, 2 nV, p\v) the linear operators T|   j        and Ml   j        have norms

both equal to HgXu II«,-   Tneri cù(T, s) = <y(M, s) = inf í||gXr_Joo:  ^ *s a

neighborhood of S\.   The operator M is only compact and nonzero when g

is zero except for a countable number of points {s  ], each point having

positive measure, with g(sn) converging to zero.   Both operators are 0+

operators if g is essentially bounded below on S.

For p = 1 and g e L   ,

HsXuL=ess svPxeU IgWI = infîsuPxei/ l*WI: h = 8 a.e.!.
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We then have

co(M, s) = inf       inf       sup \h(x)\ =      inf       inf   sup |M*)|.
Il3s h=g a.e. xeU h= g a.e. U 3 s xe U

However 'infij3ssul?x€ij |M*)|  is the value of the upper semicontinuous

envelope of |M*)|  at s.   Therefore a>(M, s) is the infimum of the upper

semicontinuous envelopes of the absolute values of functions in the same

equivalence class as g.
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